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New President Doesn’t Understand Boundaries
jay kay

Staff Writer

____________________________________

In a recent turn of events,
students are complaining that the
new President of the University,
Mark Burstein, is actually too
involved with student life.
Burstein, in an initial effort
to get to know campus, started
attending several student organizations’ meetings, cheering on varsity athletic teams and even sitting
in on a few classes. What started
out as an innocent attempt to bond
with his new community, however,
has turned into some kind of disturbing obsession.
In recent weeks Burstein has
been frequently sighted hanging
out in Andrew Commons and the

café. He’s been known to sit down
with students, pestering them with
small talk and inserting himself
needlessly into private conversations.
Senior Molly Brown was on
a casual date in the café when
Burstein joined her and her male
companion. According to Molly,
“He just had no idea that he wasn’t
wanted in our conversation . . . he
really made things awkward by
asking questions about how we felt
about each other, if we had plans
for after graduation, etc, when I’ve
really only just started seeing this
guy . . . he [Burstein] just couldn’t
take a hint.”
Some students have even
reported seeing Burstein at frat
parties. Several anonymous sourc-

es claim that he came in “youthful
attire,” clearly trying to fit in with
the college-age crowd. It seems as
if he’d even done his homework
and was able to sing along to
all of the songs played—including
“Thrift Shop” and “I Knew You
Were Trouble.”
Fraternity member John Black
commented, “I mean, it was really
nice of him to come and try to get
to know us, but it was like, dude,
you just don’t belong here.”
While lingering in the first
floor of the library, Burstein has
attempted to help students with
their homework. Many seemed to
appreciate the help, but after a
while got frustrated and voiced
concern that they weren’t learning
anything from their assignments

anymore because Burstein completed them entirely.
Suzy Johnson said, “I really loved the individual attention
at first—how many students can
say the President of their school
helped them write an essay?—but
Burstein just wouldn’t stop. He
wrote my entire essay, even after I
tried to stop him and explain that
I didn’t even agree with the thesis
he wrote for me.”
In light of these startling
events, many community members are beginning to question
the meaning of Burstein’s intense
involvement with student life.
Several have suggested that perhaps he’s undergoing some sort
of mid-life crisis and desires to
reconnect with his youth. Others

have postulated that this behavior
might stem from regret over not
enjoying his college years enough.
Perhaps college-age Burstein hit
the books too hard and never really allowed himself the chance to
socialize with his peers.
Whatever the reason for
Burstein’s obsessive interest in student life, the student body simply
asks that he stop interfering. An
anonymous freshman commented,
“It’s just sad, really, I don’t even
think we’re all that interesting . . .
maybe he could find other ways to
fill his free time, like actually running the university or something,
pick up chess, maybe.”

Incoming President Burstein infiltrates a large variety of Lawrence organizations, including but not limited to: Hat Wearers of America, Vikings R Real, We Collect Cans and Wincers Anonymous.
Photos by I. M. Peeking
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Jamie Cartwright flees to Ecuador in scandal
Banana MAC
Staff Writer

____________________________________

On Wednesday, Mar. 13, junior
Jamie Cartwright was charged
with reckless endangerment of
the entire Lawrence community.
Evidence was found at the end of
winter term that suggested the
much-acclaimed former Editor-inChief of The Lawrentian was plotting to burst the Lawrence Bubble.
No co-conspirators have yet been
charged, but the investigation is
on-going.
The scandal broke during
finals week when Cartwright was
apprehended trying to smuggle
outsiders onto campus. This blatant disturbance of the closely

The beginning of the end.
Photos by Jamie Cartwright

guarded Lawrence Bubble caused
an immediate uproar within the
university community as students,
incensed by the threat of nonLawrentian entities, turned on the
once-worshiped Cartwright.
Cartwright’s motives seem
to lie in his association with this
publication; The Lawrentian.
Cartwright’s frustration with the
lack of campus controversy is well
known throughout the university. Cartwright frequently goaded
writers to dig for hidden controversies, to which writers typically
replied, “Dude, this is Lawrence.”
Sources close to Cartwright
disclosed that the lack of controversial events and opinions on
campus irked him to the point
that most nights he was found
muttering to himself about hidden
conspiracies. Cartwright’s longtime girlfriend, junior Fanny Lau,
stated: “Jamie has always been
frustrated with the trivial nature
of campus goings-on because it
leads to banal news articles. It is
what really drove his unhealthy
oral fixation on pen caps and cafeteria napkins, masticating them
into obscurity.”
Cartwright’s inner angst
over the blandness of Lawrence
life spurred him to committing
the atrocities of which he is now
accused. Although Cartwright’s
motives remain unclear, it seems
likely that he intended to generate
interesting journalistic material
by fabricating a campus catastrophe: The bursting of the Lawrence
Bubble.
Evidence suggests that
Cartwright attempted to smuggle
non-Lawrentians into Hiett Hall
by passing them off as Toppers
deliverymen. His ploy was uncovered when the “Toppers guys”
failed to name all eleven dippin’
sauces. (Unsurprisingly, none
managed to name the obscure
“cucumber gyro” flavor).

The new Editor-in-Chief of
The Lawrentian, junior Fanny
Lau, has publically denounced
Cartwright’s actions as heinous
and unbecoming of a journalist.
Lau stated: “What a fuck up.”
Since the events of this past
winter, Cartwright has fled the
country. He was last seen on
campus typing furiously in The
Lawrentian’s office. Both computers in the office remain logged on
under Cartwright’s username and
are currently locked. Although
Cartwrtight’s exact whereabouts
remain unknown, he is rumored
to be hiding out in Ecuador
under the pretense of conducting
anthropological research.
This incident has been one
of the most controversial events
to occur on campus in decades.
Cartwright’s central role in both
the social and academic spheres
of the university have contributed
to the widespread uproar over his
actions. It seems that Cartwright
has ultimately succeeded in his
attempt to foster campus controversy, controversy which the very
publication of this article propagates. A fact that the editorial staff
is only now realizing. Well played,
Cartwright. Well played.

PHOTO
POLL

“What a fuck up.”
		 -Lau on Cartwright

Photo poll by
Katie Crawford and
Mathias Reed

“What did
you think of
‘The Hobbit:
An
Unexpected
Journey?’”

...And Radagast. Does bird
shit have protein in it? It’s all
over his face!...

“So why does Bilbo live
alone? It doesn’t make any
sense...

...And what’s with all the
‘Good mornings,’ Gandalf?
There’s only one proper
time to use it, and he’s not....

#luproblems
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A tragic break with tradition: The lost class of 2013
jay kay

Staff Writer

____________________________________

According to legend, incoming
freshmen don’t officially become
Lawrentians until they shake the
president’s hand during welcome
week. Acceptance letters, security
deposits, housing agreements-they all mean nothing until you
get that magical handshake. This
single act transports the student
from a high school nobody to a
somewhat more distinguished
Lawrentian.
Due to the H1N1 mania in the
fall of 2009, the class of 2013 did
not get this sacred rite. Students
were allowed to view President
Jill Beck, but not touch her. Due
to immediate health concerns of
the time, no one thought too much
about this break from tradition.
But now, four years later,
this poses significant questions
about the class of 2013’s status.

According to this campus legend, with the first handshake you
become a Lawrentian, and with
the second handshake (received
during commencement) you
achieve the sad, sad status of
alumni.
At the upcoming June graduation, the class of 2013 will
receive their first handshake from
President Jill Beck.
Will the class of 2013 forever be students? Will they ever
become true alumni? Will they
be able to move on into “the real
world” without the completion of
this sacred rite?
On that sacred day in June,
the class of 2013 will make their
first contact with President Jill
Beck and officially become
Lawrentians—forever. While this
class had the unfortunate luck
of attending Lawrence for four
years without ever really belonging, they will now be the first ever

class to remain Lawrentians for
all eternity. The class of 2013 has
also had the highest transfer rate
in university history, probably due
to this handshake conundrum.
So, seniors, if Jill Beck for
some reason offers you a second
handshake after commencement,
don’t take it. Avoid the second
contact at all costs. Don’t forgo
your unique status as an eternal
college student.
While the class of 2013 may
have been lost for four long years,
never quite sure if they belonged
here or not, now they can remain
youthful idealistic college students forever, never making the
dismal transition into depressed
working adults.
However, if Jill Beck becomes
wary of contact with students (as
she’s been prone to in the past)
and chooses to forgo this tradition for a second time, then the
class of 2013 will be truly lost

...And why are there so
many dwarves? It wasn’t
awkward with just Gimli,
but now it’s like Snow
White....

...Why is everything CGI?
Everything looks worse in
comparison to the makeup work on the orcs in ‘The
Lord of the Rings’...

...Why was the white orc
included?? He wasn’t even
a part of ‘The Hobbit,’ and
yet he plays a key role in the
movie....

forever. They would have attended
Lawrence without ever becoming
true Lawrentians. They would be

the class that wasn’t, the class that
never was.

...Don’t even get me started
on the cliffhanger ending.
Seriously, don’t.”
-Anthony Capparelli

The opinions expressed in
this section are those of
the students, faculty and
community members who
wrote them. All facts are
as provided by the authors.
The Lawrentian does not
endorse any opinions
piece except for the staff
editorial, which represents
a majority of the editorial
board. The Lawrentian
welcomes everyone to
submit their own opinions
using the parameters outlined in the masthead.

#grumpycat
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Lawrence announces new convocation speakers
Almer Fudd
Staff Writer

____________________________________

Stephen King delivers awe-inspiring Convocation speech in 2014.
This photo has not been taken yet

Last
week
Lawrence
University unveiled the 20132014 Convocation theme: Stephen
Cubed, commonly known as
Stephen3. Featuring the littleknown figures: Stephen Colbert,
Stephen Hawking, and Stephen
King, the Convocation theme was
meant to make students recognize
that even topics as different as
black holes, entertainment media
and horror stories can have a common theme through the emotions
they inspire in all of us (as well as
something as simple as a name).
The Dean of Students,
Nancy Truesdell, in a follow-up
announcement for the convocation theme, stated that this convocation series would only be made
a reality if the new fundraising
program “Money! More Money!”
was successful. The new fundraising campaign, Trusdell stated, is
meant to show that “we mean
business and, unlike other colleges, aren’t afraid to be honest. We
want transparency to be synonymous with Lawrence University.”

“For years now students
have been asking for some bigname speakers, and while it might
wreck our budget and force us to
layoff half the professors, we think
it’s worth it to make the students
happy.”
However, many students have
expressed doubts about these,
as they call them, “little known
speakers” in the Stephen3 package. A group of Lawrentians have
even created a group on campus
calling for accountability and
requests for at least a couple convocation speakers that are “actually on the goddamned map.”
When asked for clarification, many students were happy
to offer suggestions that they
felt were ignored by Lawrence
University. Senior Kaye Herranen
stated, “Demi Lovato is totally
where it’s at. I can think of at least,
like, five other people that wanted her, too.” Another perturbed
senior, Emily Hamm, asked, “What
about John Darnielle from ‘The
Mountain Goats’? He’s the greatest singer. Of all time. Why would
Lawrence pass on such an inspirational speaker?”

The Downer Feminist Council
also weighed in, noting the gender-biased theme. “Where are the
female Stephens?” one member
asked, calling the theme male
privileged. In an effort to reconcile both sides, the DFC suggested the theme be changed to
S3 and feature women named
Stephanie as well. Their suggested
line-up included Stephanie Rice,
Stephanie Wilson, and Stephanie
Meyer, to which many responded,
Who? Who? And, why?
Despite these setbacks
some students remain optimistic. Freshman Katherine Ling
said she was excited upon hearing the announcement and somewhat puzzled at all the anger
unfairly directed towards these
Convocation speakers. “I’ve never
been to one of these so-called
‘Convocations,’ but they sound like
a lot of fun. I don’t see what the
big deal is. Maybe I’ll go to one.”
At this time, The Lawrentian has
been unable to find any other student who spoke positively of the
Convocation series.

Single Lawrence student found responsible for slow Internet speeds
Ti Ping Fust
Staff Writer

_________________________________

In a recent investigation, the
Lawrence University Information
and Technology Services believes
it has identified the party responsible for Lawrence’s slug-like
Internet speed: Gaming House’s
“Kingpin,” Erty Seidel.
In reports released last
night, ITS stated that Seidel is
believed to have been torrenting “mad amounts of “Degrassi.”
Think somewhere along the lines
of terabytes-worth of the show.
It’s kind of crazy. This guy has
been downloading everything!
The DVD extras, cast interviews,

blooper reels and even director
commentary on the cast commentary. He wants everything.”
Sources close to Seidel confirmed that last week he had
exceeded the number of computers he was allowed to register on
campus, forcing many of them to
ask what he actually needed all
those computers for. One gaming
house resident said that most of
the computers running were in
fact Seidel’s, and that being the
RLM of the house meant that he
was “beyond questioning,” despite
his love for Canadian television.
ITS believes that Seidel,
a knowledgeable computer science major, is using these computers to further his torrenting

In attempt to reduce
carbon footprint, Bon
Appétit discontinues
all carbon-based foods
jay kay

Staff Writer

____________________________________

The university’s dining services provider, Bon Appétit, is well
known for their conscious efforts
to provide healthy and responsibly
sourced food.
This dedication includes
providing hormone-free milk,
humanely raised beef, seafood that
meets the Monterey Bay Aquarium
Seafood Watch’s requirements, as
well as seasonal and local fruits
and vegetables.
Bon
Appétit
recently
announced a radical new plan to
lower their carbon footprint. Last
week Bon Appétit’s general manger sent out an “urgent” press
release announcing their decision
to stop serving all carbon-based
food.
Bon Appétit was visibly excited about this change, feeling that

they’ve found a new level of environmental awareness.
The Lawrence student organization Greenfire applauded this
decision. A student member commented, “This is so great! This will
really help put our school on the
map!”
However, a large portion of
the student body—the portion that
actually enjoys eating—has voiced
concern about this new policy.
Basil Pepper said, “I just don’t
know what we’re going to eat. . . I
mean . . . I guess I’ll just lose a lot
of weight.”

powers by making a network
of computers capable of working together and ruining all of
our precious YouTube buffering
times. “Lawrence trained him, and
now he’s screwing us,” stated one
pissed computer science professor, who wished to remain anonymous.
In an effort to get the facts of
the case, we tracked down Seidel
to get his side of the story. While
he refused to offer any comment
on his alleged torrenting actions,
upon bringing up “Degrassi” the
interviewee became ecstatic. “I
love ‘Degrassi.’ Everything about
the show is great. The long story
arcs, the subtle foreshadowing,
the acting and, of course, the fact

that it’s in Canada. I can’t get
enough of Canada.”
When prompted for details
about his love for Canada, Seidel
was able to provide an exhaustive list of what he thinks makes
Canada and Canadians in general
“the shit.” “‘Degrassi,’ Canadian
Mounties with their cool hats,
maple syrup, maple leaf flags,
lovable accents, ‘Degrassi,’ Justin
Bieber, Niagara Falls, ‘Degrassi,’
Oh, Canada…”
When asked how close the
senior was to finishing “Degrassi”,
he hinted that he had only a few
episodes left, giving us all hope
that maybe our slow Internet
speeds would at last be addressed.
“But you know, I’ve been think-

ing about a couple other shows.
‘M*A*S*H,’ for example, seems
like it has a lot of promise, as
does ‘Star Trek.’ I’ve heard a lot
of good things about every series,
so I think I’ll want to watch all of
them.”
When asked about the shutting down of Seidel’s Internet
service, ITS administrator Johnny
Wire freaked out. “Are you kidding me? If we do that he’ll stop
helping us. The guy knows more
about Lawrence Internet than we
do.” So for now, it looks like we’ll
all have to deal with some 240p
quality videos.

Gorrble Von Gorst

ignorant Gorrble…
It was mere seconds after
Gorrble was enjoying his raptures
when a villainous cop car pulled
him over. Red-Blue-Red-Blue. It
was terrible and hurt Gorrble Von
Gorst’s highly sensitive eyes.
Gorrble quickly pulled over
and grabbed his license and insurance, determined to know how he
could help the officer. In seconds
the officer was knocking on his
window.
“Yes, officer?” Gorrble asked.
The man looked down at
Gorrble, judging him and his large
eyes. “You can’t bypass a red like
that. Did you know that?” he said,
oh-so condescendingly.
How dare he insult the intelligence of Gorrble Von Gorst!
Gorrble can drive, he can think of
clever short cuts. He knows what
a proper law is.
“I’ll need to see some license
and registration.” I eagerly passed
them to him. He eyeballed them,
confused. Good. Thank you very
much, officer, Gorrble Von is my
first name, Gorst is my middle.
Yes. Esquire is my last name. You

forgot the third!
Yes, officer, Gorrble can
say polysyllabic words. Thank
you, very much. “Refrigerator!”
Gorrble shouted.
“Pardon?” the officer says. He
was confused… by my cleverness!
The officer then returned
Gorrble’s things. He told me I had
a 200-dollar ticket! The Gorrble’s
eyes bulged when he heard that!
I almost spat at him. I am to be
fined for being clever!
The Gorrble will not be
silenced or made a fool by some
judge! I have my court date today.
I will look for all of you in the
courtroom’s crowd, eager to
lend your ears to the judge, and
denounce the system for squashing and devouring innovativeness of fifth-generation German
immigrants! The law cannot seek
to keep Gorrble Von Gurst from
being clever.

Corruption in America
Staff Writer

____________________________________

I hope everyone had a good
week because Gorrble Van Gorst
did not. This week Gorrble ran
amuck with the most corrupt law
in the United States, nay the whole
world. It is a law meant to stop
Gorrble Von Gurst III Esquire,
and any other citizen from being
clever. Any law that seeks to stop
clever Gorrble must be corrupt.
It happened last Wednesday,
Gorrble recalls, when he was driving his 1995 Volkswagen. The
light in front of Gorrble turned
red. Gorrble wanted to make a
right, but many non-German cars
were in front of him. They would
be slow. Gorrble thought quickly,
and saw an opportunity to make a
right through the gas station and
bypass the red light and the tyrannical line of traffic.
Gorrble acted swiftly, he hit
the gas, moved his car through
the gas station with much cheering from his associates in the gas
station and was on his way, a happier man. But not for long. Poor

#fml
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Class of 2016 collectively devastated to realize
there is no third term of Freshman Studies
Malady Sherbert
Staff Writer

____________________________________

As classes began on Monday,
Mar. 25th, a collective sigh of disappointment went up among the
Class of 2016 as they realized, horrified, that their highly anticipated
third term of Freshman Studies
does not, in fact, exist. Many of the
freshmen have expressed their
anger, declaring the lack of a third
term of their favorite class to be
“an outrage.”
Confused students turned up
at the same time they had for last
term’s classes, only to discover
that their classrooms were full
of annoyed upperclassmen. Said
junior Tom Johnson, “They tried to
sit down and everything—when
we asked them what they were
doing and broke the news, the

reactions were pretty horrifying.
There were definitely some tears
shed.”
Many freshmen are at a loss
for where to go next. “Freshman
Studies is basically why I came to
Lawrence in the first place,” said
disappointed student Lisa Smith.
“And I was so looking forward
to reading another one of Plato’s
dialogues and another book of
Feynman’s lectures!”
John Frank commented, “As
a math major, I just loved having
the chance to express myself in
required essays! Now how am I
going to get the chance to write?”
The confusion has resulted
in hundreds of freshmen struggling to find a third class, as most
only bothered to register for two
under the assumption that once
again the third spot would be

The look of disappointment found on the faces of many freshmen.
Photo by a sophomore

filled by Freshman Studies. One
student complained that it was
unfair: “Now everything’s full—I
don’t even know what I’m going
to take!”
Lawrence administration
denied any responsibility, saying
they never claimed there were
three terms of Freshman Studies
and asking, “Where did these
kids even get this idea, anyway?”
President Jill Beck was unavailable for comment. The confusion
seems to have arisen from the
sheer desire of the freshmen for
this third term to exist, a problem
the administration has presumably never encountered before,
perhaps the reason for their fail-

Just look at that devastation.
Photo by another sophomore

ure to clearly state the lack of
Freshman Studies in the spring.
“You know, I knew they were
a little late with the booklist, but
I was confident everything was
going to be okay. It never even
crossed my mind that they would
take Freshman Studies away from
us,” complained Smith, offended.
“I deliberately didn’t sign up for
any 11:10 classes this term, as
usual; I guess I have to have time
for lunch now! Jeez.”
Another concern arose in
the form of freshmen unaware
that no actual Freshman Studies
major exists, despite the name
of the course. Said freshman Eric
Vincent: “I had no idea what I

wanted to major in until I heard
of Freshman Studies. It seemed so
hard to choose just one discipline,
and Freshman Studies has a bit
of everything! Now I’m back to
square one—I’ll have to actually
learn a significant amount about
a given subject! This is totally
defeating the purpose of coming
to a liberal arts school.”
Many freshmen are protesting the lack of Freshman Studies
by refusing to fill the 11:1012:20 time slot in their schedules. It appears that the Freshman
Studies lunch rush will continue
for another term.

Feral pack of freshmen found living in Downer Commons
Malady Scherbert
Staff Writer

____________________________________

On Monday, Mar. 25th, construction workers working on the
Downer Commons renovation
were astonished to discover an
enclave of freshmen wearing dirty,
torn Class of 2016 shirts living in
a room located near the unused
kitchens. The students appeared
to have been there since Welcome
Week and seemed to have gone
somewhat feral.
When one of the workers
asked what they were doing there,
he received no reply. The freshmen simply stared and snapped
their teeth. Unable to elicit a
response, he called security, and
the students—who appeared to
be speaking an unintelligible language—were evicted after a small
altercation. After an interrogation
session in which the students still
refused to speak, the decision was
made to keep them in custody.
Further investigation of the
room the students were discov-

ered in revealed evidence implying they had been there for quite
some time. While the construction
on Downer Commons has been
taking place all year, these rooms
were as-yet untouched, and it was
only when workers moved forward to begin their renovation
that the students were found.
The room contained what
appeared to be makeshift bedding and the remains of a fire
pit. A small tunnel in the corner went through the wall and
to what appeared to be, in typical Lawrence fashion, a small,
secluded sustainable garden hidden from both Kohler Hall and the
Downer parking lot, which partly
answers the question of what the
students have eaten. The answer
to that question might also lie in
the collection of rabbit bones also
discovered in the room, which
appears, along with heat, to have
been the main use of the fire pit.
The rabbit skins seem mostly to
have been implemented as clothing.

The discovery of the feral
students has come as a surprise
to both the administration and
the student body. President Jill
Beck and the administration were
unavailable for comment, but
an anonymous source revealed
that the administration were not
aware of any of this and are desperately trying to cover it up. “No,
this was not a desperate ploy to
find more housing space,” our
source snapped upon further
questioning.
Residents of Draheim House,
directly across the street from
Downer Commons, wondered
how the feral students managed
to live and sleep in the building
with the noise of the construction
going on. “It’s hard enough for us
to sleep—I don’t know how they
could do it!” commented Draheim
resident Ellen Fisher.
The answer seems to lie at
least partly in some primitive art
also discovered in the inhabited
room. Images inscribed in what
appears to be mud or some sort

Shit goes down at Downer.
Photo by Kohler

of berry juice on the wall seem
to depict the group of students
recognizing and worshipping the
great booms and noises of construction as some sort of previously unknown weather phenomenon.
Going forward, attempts are

being made to get through to the
freshmen and find some form of
communication. They still refuse
to respond to English, communicating solely in their unknown,
presumably created language. The
Lawrentian will report on any further progress made.

#innovation
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STAFF EDITORIAL
Some vague campus concern
As you all have probably noticed __(noun)__ has recently occurred on campus. This change will impact student and faculty’s lives in many ways. We at The
Lawrentian feel that this is a __(adjective)__ development on campus.
This event will effect __(noun)__, and address longstanding __(adjective)__
problems.
However, we do foresee some __(adjective)__ complications with this new
development. We at The Lawrentian feel that __(factor)__ and __(second factor)__
might detract from the practicality of said event.
As usual, attendance is a crucial issue. If students would just attend __
(noun)__ they could benefit from the time and effort put into it by the university.
This __(noun)__, if implemented correctly, has the potential to __(verb)__.
In conclusion, we at The Lawrentian feel that __(noun)__ is a(n) __(adjective)__ addition to campus life.

“Battleship” is better
than “Citizen Kane”
Jeremy Princeton
Staff Writer

_______________________________________________

When the first motion pictures were
being captured in the late nineteenth-century, early filmmakers had no idea what
an incredible movement they were starting. Since then, we have seen everything
from the squalors of true human depravity
in Kobayashi’s ten-hour epic “The Human
Condition” to the hilarity and pure chaos
of Anderson’s “Bottle Rocket.” However,
nothing has ever soared to the heights of
American auteur Peter Berg’s latest film,
“Battleship.”
Set in the American backwoods 17
years after the last shots of the Civil War
have been fired, “Battleship” stars Liam
Neeson and an uncredited Sean Penn as
two rapidly aging men exploring the past
and their own repressed desire for one
another through a game of Battleship. As
plastic peg shots are fired, the two men
are drawn closer to each other and their
ultimate demise.
Neeson is absolutely scintillating in
his role. Tears always stand on the verge of
bursting from his moist, approachable and

sensuous eyelashes. His cries of joy and
heartbreak were enough to bring a tear to
this most stoic reporter’s eye and sent several other critics running from the cinema
in an anguished panic. His voice is like a
friendly beckon, opening viewers into his
innermost soul and consciousness unlike
any actor since John Travolta in “Battlefield
Earth.” Sean Penn is pretty good.
Berg, who last gave us a glimpse of his
unique understanding of human nature in
2008’s “Hancock,” is at the top of his career.
He creates something intimate and carnal,
bringing viewers directly into the lusty gaze
of the two lovers and pioneering a visionary
new technique that brings their pegs to life.
Colors pop and bloom off the screen with
a seemingly paradoxical, incendiary grace.
The most intimate sequences whisper of a
transient, unobtainable desire.
“Battleship” is all about the moment,
and every moment delivers. Every scene,
every frame, is packed with absolute perfection. We are witnessing the rebirth and
resurrection of the most essential and
human art form ever known. This is it.
We’re ready.

DFC to rename Fox River
Duffman
Staff Writer

_______________________________________________

In an effort to challenge sexist nomenclature in Wisconsin, Lawrence University’s
very own Downer Feminist Council—an
inspirational light for all college-aged
women and men—announced late last
night that they would be working to change
the outdated, and frankly sexist name of the
Fox River to the Vixen River.
From the Downer Headquarters, the
self appointed adjudicators of what is and
isn’t sexist, announced that “the time to
take back English in the name of equality
has begun.” Citing a growing recognition
of gender equality on both college campuses around the country and the political
landscape of Wisconsin, the DFC decided
that to cap off National Women’s History
Month, they would rename the landscape
of Wisconsin itself.
Several DFC members then took to
arms with label makers, and began a citywide campaign of relabeling signs around
Appleton to reflect the new, fairer and unbiased reality.
When asked to explain their reasoning
for targeting this piece of the landscape,
senior Hanna Dunbar was quick to respond:
“We know that people think that a fox can
be male or female, but that’s not what
actually comes to mind. It’s as gendered
as terms like penmanship, policeman, or
businessman. We know that it seems like
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Students work with Bon Apetite to
bring ‘magic brownies’ to campus
Glazed Ham
Staff Writer

_______________________________________________

Korrectionzzz:
Our sincerest apologies go out to all of the voice majors on campus. In our last
issue we mistakenly referred to them as “vocalists”, and also mistakenly called them
“obnoxious.” We apologize for this mistake, and want to reiterate that we at The
Lawrentian actually find the voice majors’ constant singing lovely and charming.

We also apologize to President Jill Beck for accidentally printing that her permanent residence is in France. We forgot that she actually lives in Appleton.
The staff of The Lawrentian also apologizes to the entire Outdoor Recreation
Club for wrongly implying that they do not shower very often.

just an animal name, but there are whole
layers of sexism thinly disguised and it’s
the DFC’s job to fight that, no matter how
sacred it may be.”
The captive audience at this point
burst into applause, as the many men and
women who had come together to imagine this dream felt it had taken one step
closer to reality. No plans have yet been
announced for renaming the Fox Valley,
however, something some DFC members
believed was outrageous.
Other were okay with having the Fox
Valley keep its name. When confronted
about this gender reassignment, sophomore DFC member Corry Davis stated: “It
makes perfect sense from a gender equality
perspective. The DFC is perfectly happy to
have the Fox Valley keep it’s name so that
both genders are equally represented on
the Appleton map.”
When asked to comment in a press
release on this radical new threat, Governor
Scott Walker stated, while shrugging his
shoulders: “Bitches be cray cray.” However,
the governor’s office has yet to take any
other action.
When asked about their future plans,
the DFC said they would be creating campaigns to target the word “freshman.” Many
chanted the rhetorical question: “What
about freshwomen?” Only time will tell if
they succeed. [End it better, but yeah]

This Saturday marks the end of the
first week of a hot addition to Andrew
Commons’ dessert offerings: pot brownies. “Bon Appétit strives to cater to the
student body’s desires, while staying conscious of the trendy green movement,”
Manager Cookie Roberts explained. “We try
to keep as many of our foods local as possible,” she said, “so we teamed up with the
Sustainable Lawrence University Garden
and the Students for Sensible Drug Policy
on campus to put the joints in motion.”
Indeed, pot brownies were the
most-demanded food item, and the inclusion quickly became the favored choice.
After receiving an overwhelming number of
comment cards requesting the item, the Bon
Appétit main office began to overflow. In an
attempt to control the influx of requests,
the biology and neuroscience departments
kindly lent out their rats to consume the
excess comment cards. Unfortunately, professors and employees learned too late that
rats do not consume paper, but rather tear
it up.
The rodents’ left droppings, however, became of use to SLUG. Sophomore
Vegi Table reported, “We used the resulting
mountains of shit as manure for the garden.
So, really, we’re just completing the green
cycle by using their poopies to grow our pot
plants.”
Since appearing in the cafeteria, there

has been an upswing of students, faculty and staff dining on the first floor. The
“Difference Bud” grown in the SLUG garden
has become a quick favorite. When asked
to comment on the current illegality of the
decision to offer anything containing cannabis in Wisconsin, Security Officer Brutha
Doobie shrugged lethargically: “We only
respond to complaints. So far we haven’t
had any.”
Alumni have been pushing for Bon
Appétit to serve the beverage Green
Dragon—a popular alcoholic beverage
infused with marijuana—at the Viking
Room for years. Alan Spliff ’68 explained
that this is yet another tradition the
administration has discontinued: “They’ve
been trying to squelch favorite pastimes
Lawrentians have enjoyed for years --butt
chugging, the annual Freshmen Polar
Plunging, LUCC-organized elevator orgies.”
Spliff conceded, however: “But at least
these new baked delicacies are heading in
the right direction.”
Patrons of Andrew Commons partaking in the pot brownies are now respectfully requested to consume only one brownie
per meal swipe. “Too many students have
been pulling the old Napoleon Dynamite
Tots move, so we’ve spent an enormous
amount of money, yet still run out every
night,” Roberts explained. The next course
of action will be to only offer these treats
once a year, probably sometime in midApril.
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A list
by Kevin Specht

Something about
politics that no one
understands
by Austin Federa

A Ph.D history
thesis
by Stephen Nordin

On fur coats
and men
by Micha
Saxton

Two
Paragraphs
by Alex York
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L A W R E N T I A N
LU Updates

- RLA busted for planning “The Hangover Games” as
program for residents
- LUCC floats legislation to make LU London Centre
the primary Lawrence campus (students studying in
Appleton are now considered to be studying abroad)
- SOUP invites Gym Class Heroes back for encore
2013 performance (Stacy Day to open)
- LU announces new 6-year triple-degree program
- Scientists identify the Lawrence Difference as
originating in the toxic waters of the Fox River
- Student goes rogue with Americans for Disability
Act; hires cement truck to build ramps everywhere,
including individual dorm rooms and the Diversity
Center

THE LAWRENTIAN is
currently re-hiring.
Everybody sucked.
Email lawrentian@
lawrence.edu
with any
questions.

